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Pattern recognition methods can be used in the context of digital holography
to perform the task of object detection, classification and position extraction
directly from the hologram rather than from the reconstructed optical
field. These approaches may exploit the differences between the holographic
signatures of objects coming from distinct object classes and/or different
depth positions. Direct matching of diffraction patterns however becomes
computationally intractable with increasing variability of objects due to the
very high dimensionality of the dictionary of all reference diffraction patterns.
We show that most of the diffraction pattern variability can be captured
in a lower dimensional space. Good performance for object recognition and
localization is demonstrated at a reduced computational cost using a low
dimensional dictionary. The principle of the method is illustrated on a digit
recognition problem and on a video of experimental holograms of particles.
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1.

Introduction

In-line digital holography is a 3D imaging method which is being increasingly used in applications requiring to track micro-objects from fluid mechanics [1–3] to biology [4–7]. The
advantage of this lensless technique compared to its alternatives is the simple imaging setup
with high video frame rate resulting in accurate reconstructions of the volume of interest.
During the recording step in this method, the objects are illuminated by a laser beam and
the diffracted wave intensity is recorded in a video by a camera. The recorded sequence of
holograms is then processed to reconstruct the volume’s evolution over time.
1

Among the existing hologram processing techniques, model fitting methods have shown to
be the most efficient and accurate for metrological applications [8–11]. The contribution of
this paper is to show that it is possible to go beyond model fitting by performing diffractionpattern matching to identify the class and 3D location of objects directly from holograms.
Our approach is inspired by the method for 3D object recognition based on hologram correlation suggested in [12, 13]. However, rather than matching two experimental holograms
corresponding to the two objects to be compared [14], we consider matching a hologram with
a whole dictionary of diffraction patterns generated for various objects and all their possible
3D locations. As observed for the task of accurate localization of particles in holographic
metrology, very good performance can be reached by searching for elements of a dictionary
of diffraction patterns that best match the data. This approach contrasts with conventional
hologram processing methods that analyze a coarse reconstruction obtained by hologram
back-propagation using Fresnel transform or other optical propagation approximations.
In-line holography of opaque objects is restricted to mostly empty volumes (typically, the
projection of all objects should cover less than 1% of the sensor, see [15]). The hologram can
then be well approximated as the incoherent superimposition of the diffraction pattern of
each object. Hologram reconstruction is an inverse problem that can also be seen as a linear
un-mixing problem, or as a multiple-object pattern-recognition problem with overlapping
patterns. In the context of particle hologram analysis, a greedy algorithm has been proposed
[10, 16]. This algorithm builds incrementally a model of the hologram by fitting at each step
the parametric diffraction-pattern model of a single (spherical) particle. When considering
a large diversity of particle diameters and distances to the hologram, the collection of all
diffraction patterns to be considered becomes huge and the computational cost rises for reconstruction of hologram videos. The extension to more general classes of objects is restricted
by the explosion of the size of the dictionary of all diffraction-patterns that must be matched
with the hologram.
To overcome this computational issue, we propose to approximate the dictionary in a
low-dimensional space. We show that such approximation preserves enough variability between diffraction patterns to perform correct discrimination and accurate 3D localization.
The dimensionality reduction is based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the dictionary to identify most significant modes. It leads to an efficient diffraction-pattern matching
algorithm.
The structure of this paper is as follows: the pattern recognition problem is introduced in
the next section. Low-dimensional approximation of the dictionary using SVD is described
in section 3. We report numerical and experimental results in section 4 and we conclude the
paper in Sec. 5.
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2.

Object recognition from a digital hologram

The majority of hologram reconstruction methods reconstruct the optical wave-field using
light back-propagation techniques. After reconstruction of the wave-field at different depths,
objects can be segmented and recognized in their maximum-of-focus plane. This approach
is illustrated in Fig. 1, on a simulated hologram of digits. Since either the in-focus or out-offocus signature of a given object is visible on all reconstructed planes, selection of the in-focus
plane and separation of overlapping in-focus and out-of-focus images from different objects
can be hard. Better reconstructions can be obtained by stating hologram reconstruction as
an inverse problem. Regularized reconstruction using an oscillation-preventing term (total
variation penalty) [17–22] or a sparsity constraint (ℓ1 norm minimization) [23] have been
shown to greatly enhance the quality of the reconstructed volumes. Compared to performing
object recognition on the resulting volumes, it is more robust to directly recognize diffraction
patterns in the hologram. In a Bayesian perspective, this can be understood as making use of
a much stronger prior when solving the inverse problem of hologram reconstruction, since we
specify which objects are expected to be present in the volume. Under the approximation of a
hologram as a linear super-imposition of the diffraction pattern of each object, the hologram
formation model (direct problem) can be formulated as
d = Mα + ϵ ,

(1)

where d is the vector of data, i.e., the N pixel values of the hologram re-ordered as a vector
in RN . In this formulation, M represents a dictionary with columns containing all possible
diffraction patterns of the family of objects under consideration. Two diffraction patterns
may differ depending on the class / shape and 3D location of the objects (e.g., for opaque
and spherical particles, diffraction patterns depend on the radius r and 3D location of the
particle (x, y, z)). A given hologram d may be described as the weighted sum of few diffraction
patterns from the dictionary M. Let mik be the diffraction pattern created by the k th object
(mik is column ik of dictionary M). The corresponding component ik of vector α is then
non-zero and defines the amplitude of that diffraction pattern on the hologram. Vector α has
mostly zero components except for the amplitude of the diffraction pattern created by each
object (i.e., α is a very sparse vector). Vector ϵ accounts for modeling errors and noise in
the data. In the absence of specific information on the noise statistics, it will be considered
white and Gaussian.
Recognition of objects directly from the hologram d amounts to determining the support
of vector α (i.e., location of non-zero entries). Numerous methods have been developed in the
literature of compressed sensing and sparse reconstruction to solve such problem. Given the
very limited number of objects present in the volume compared to the size of the dictionary
M (many different shapes and 3D locations can be considered for a given object), vector α is
3
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a digit recognition task from a digital hologram: (a) a
simulation of a 400×400-pixels hologram of digits located at different distances
(pixel size: 20 µm, fill-factor: 0.7, laser wavelength: 0.532 µm, depth range:
[0.55 0.85] m); (b) Fresnel reconstruction of the volume displaying both infocus and out-of-focus images of the digits which makes digit recognition from
the reconstructed volume a difficult task. Direct recognition of the diffraction
patterns using the approach described in the paper avoids dealing with these
numerous image artifacts.
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extremely sparse. Greedy algorithms such as matching pursuit and its variants are well suited
to this problem [24]. Object identification and detection can then be performed directly from
the hologram by iterating the following steps, as proposed in the case of particle holograms
in [10, 16]:
1. An exhaustive search for the diffraction pattern in the discrete dictionary M that best
improves current modeling of the data. This step corresponds to the identification of
the column j of dictionary M that is the most correlated with residuals r representing
the part of data that is yet to be modeled:
arg max
j

mtj Wr ,

(2)

where W is a weighting matrix, often referred to as the precision matrix, that can
account for noise correlation (W is then the inverse of noise covariance matrix), nonstationary noise variance (with a diagonal W matrix and non-constant diagonal values)
or unmeasured areas (with zero values on the corresponding diagonal entries). In Eq. 2,
the dictionary is supposed to be properly normalized (∀i, mti Wmi = 1). Residuals r
are initially equal to the data d and iteratively updated in step 3 described bellow.
2. A local optimization step can possibly be performed to refine shape and/or location
with sub-pixel/sub-sampling accuracy. This can be done by non-linear least-squares
fit when a continuous model of the diffraction patterns is available (e.g., for spherical
particles).
3. A cleaning step that updates the residuals by removing the identified diffraction pattern
mj . This step plays an important role as it prevents from detecting the same object
several times (its contribution being removed from the residuals once and for all) and
it improves the contrast of remaining diffraction patterns.
The first step requires to perform an exhaustive search on a very large dictionary which
limits the applicability of the method to strongly constrained families of objects such as
spherical particles. The strong hypothesis is that the object to be identified has a representative in the dictionary. The extension to more general classes of objects requires a way to
speed up this search. We describe in the next section how to approximate the dictionary
in a lower dimensional space and derive a fast method to perform this diffraction-pattern
matching step.
3.

Low-dimensional approximation of the dictionary of diffraction patterns

To reduce the inter-pattern redundancy of the dictionary, we propose to approximate it in a
low-dimensional space. We first distinguish variations due to the transversal location of the
5

object (i.e., its (x, y) location) from other variations. Let C be the restriction of dictionary M
to diffraction patterns that are centered on the optical axis (i.e., only columns corresponding
to patterns that are geometrically centered are kept). C captures all variations other than
transversal shifts. Since diffraction patterns display some correlations, matrix C can be well
approximated by a lower rank matrix obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD):
C≈

k
∑

ui si vti ,

(3)

i=1

where ui and vti represent the ith left and right singular vectors associated with singular
value si from the SVD of matrix C, and k is the rank chosen for the approximation. In this
approximation, the j th diffraction pattern is given by:
cj ≈

k
∑

ui βi,j , with βi,j = si · vi,j .

(4)

i=1

The orthonormal basis formed by {ui }1..k that spans the k-dimensional approximation
subspace is called the dictionary of diffraction-pattern modes. Any diffraction pattern cj
is approximated as a linear combination of modes ui , with weights βi,j . Since the array of
weights β depends only on the dictionary C, it can be computed off-line once for all.
Correlations between the dictionary and residuals must be evaluated in order to identify
the best matching pattern in a hologram. Let κi denote the correlation between mode ui
and the residuals. Using our low-rank approximation, correlations in Eq. 2 can be expressed
as a linear combination of few mode/residuals correlations κi :
ctj Wr

≈

k
∑

βi,j κi , with κi = uti Wr .

(5)

i=1

As mentioned earlier, for a given dictionary C it is necessary to compute coefficients βi,j only
once. The computation of k mode/residual correlations κi then suffices to approximate any
correlation between a dictionary element cj and the residuals, resulting in a large speedup
compared to direct computation of the correlation ctj Wr as long as the number of diffraction
patterns in the dictionary C is much larger than the number of retained modes k.
Identification of the best-matching diffraction pattern in Eq. 2 not only involves
geometrically-centered patterns cj but also all possible (x, y) shifts. Correlation with all
shifted versions of a given geometrically centered pattern can be efficiently computed using
fast Fourier transforms (FFT) with zero-padding to prevent from periodization artifacts. Two
shifted versions m1 and m2 of a pattern c generally differ in norm (mt1 Wm1 ̸= mt2 Wm2 ),
so that a proper normalization must be computed. The pattern matching step given in Eq. 2
is then replaced by:
mtj Wr
arg max
,
(6)
mtj Wmj
j
6
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(a)

Fig. 2. Identification of the best-matching pattern in the dictionary: (a) by
correlation with each element of the dictionary, straightforward but costly;
or (b) by linear combination of the correlation with few diffraction-pattern
modes, much faster. Computation of correlation maps is denoted using the
symbol ’∗’.

where normalization of the dictionary M is no longer required.
Fast computation of the numerator in Eq. 6 for all integer pixel shifts of a pattern c can be
performed with FFT by computing correlations between c and Wr in Fourier domain. The
normalization term corresponding to the denominator depends only on the dictionary and
can either be computed off-line or be approximated using another SVD. When weighting
matrix W is diagonal (W = diag(w)), the denominator can be computed for all integer
shifts by computing with FFT the correlations between w and diag(m)m, as done in [16].
Using the approximation derived in Eq. 5, the correlation between any diffraction-pattern
from the dictionary M and the residuals r can be approximated as a linear combination
of mode/residuals correlations. It is necessary to compute those mode/residuals correlation
maps for all integer shifts only once for each mode. Each of these k maps can benefit from
the fast FFT-based implementation described.
Fig. 2 compares the computationally expansive matching of diffraction patterns taken from
7

the whole dictionary M in (a) with the use of the low-dimensional approximation based on
diffraction-pattern modes in (b). For a dictionary made of n different geometrically-centered
patterns (i.e., C has n columns), computation of the correlations for all integer shifts has a
complexity of the order of n × N log(N ) whereas using the proposed approximation reduces
the complexity to k × N log(N ) where the number of modes k can be generally chosen much
smaller than n, as illustrated next section.
Note that the size of matrix C can be very large. Rather than computing its full SVD, it
is preferable to use (approximate) iterative methods to compute a truncated SVD. We used
a method [25] based on Lanczos bi-diagonalization [26] of C to simplify the calculation of
the SVD of a large sparse matrix.
4.

Experimental results

In this section we report the results of our method on both simulated and real holograms. The
implemented method uses FFTW [27] library and OpenMP [28] to exploit multi-threading
on a six-core Xeon CPU for the calculation of the forward and backward Fourier transforms
and the models. PROPACK [29] is used to calculate the truncated SVD of the dictionary
employing an iterative Lanczos method.
4.A.

Object discrimination and location: illustration with holograms of digits

We illustrate, using simulations, the capability of the proposed method to correctly identify
and locate several digits by matching diffraction patterns directly on digit holograms. We
aim to find the minimum rank of dictionary resulting in correct recognition and location of
all digits.
First, we illustrate our reconstruction results of the hologram of Fig. 1-a which contains
overlapping and non-overlapping digit patterns. Inspired by the decay rate of the singular
values of the dictionary (see the green curve in Fig. 3), we verified that a rank 5 approximation of the dictionary results in correct object recognition and depth estimation for
non-overlapping objects (i.e., the digits 5 and 0 in Fig. 1-b were recognized and located
within pixel accuracy). However, the overlapping patterns (i.e., patterns of objects 1,8 and
6 in Fig. 1-b) are not completely recognizable using only the first 5 modes. Our experiment
showed that at least 16 modes are necessary to obtain an approximation of the dictionary
that provides enough information for all the digits to be recognized and located in the 3D
volume. In this case, given the relatively small size of the dictionary, a time gain of a factor
3 was observed compared to matching the full dictionary. The setup parameters are chosen
to simulate a hologram captured by a 400 × 400-pixel camera with the pixel size of 20 µm
and the fill-factor of 0.7. the laser wavelength is set to 0.532 µm. The depth position of digits
is chosen to be in the range of [0.55 0.85] m. The dictionary contained 300 patterns, 30
8
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Fig. 3. First 100 singular values of the dictionary in descending order. The
dictionary of digits (in green) contains 300 centered patterns for digits placed
at different depth positions with the application parameters in Sec. 4.A. The
dictionary of spherical particles (in red) consists of the diffraction models for
spherical objects changing depth and radius with the application parameters
in Sec. 4.B. The Fresnel dictionary (in blue) corresponds to Fresnel functions
with changing depth values. The dictionary of rotated digits (in mustard)
contains 900 centered patterns (10 (digits)×90 (angle samples) ). In the case of
spherical objects, 5 first modes can approximate the dictionary accurately. The
vanishing rate of the singular values of the Fresnel dictionary is very low which
implies that it is not possible to deduce an accurate low rank approximation
of Fresnel dictionary.

patterns for different depth values per digit class. The dimensions of this relatively small
dictionary is therefore 160000 × 300.
Fig. 4-a shows the hologram of digits and Fig. 4-b shows the residuals after cleaning the
signature of the objects. The model that is used to clean the patterns contains the second
order term of the object signature. However, the inter-pattern second order terms (i.e., the
interferences between the object diffractions) are not known, since all the objects are not yet
detected when the signature of one object is being removed (these interferences belong to
the signatures of 1,8 and 6). These interferences (with very low intensities) are not cleaned
from the residuals and are visible in Fig. 4-b.
Next, we study the discrimination power of the method as a function of the noise level
and the approximation rank. The goal is to (i) show the effect of noise magnitude on the
required rank of dictionary for correct object recognition and location, and (ii) to estimate
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Fig. 4. Digit recognition from a digital hologram: (a) the hologram of digits
(b) the residuals after cleaning all the signatures from the hologram.

the minimum required rank for successful discrimination of every digit from the others. The
time costs calculated in these experiments are finally used to evaluate an order of magnitude
for the time gain of the proposed algorithm in this application.
Our simulations contain a set of 10000 holograms of digits. 10 noise level are selected and
for each noise level and for each digit 100 holograms are simulated. Changing the rank of the
approximation, object recognition is performed to calculate the rate of error of classification.
One hologram and the results for one digit (a “2”) are shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5(a), a rank 4 approximation of dictionary results in correct recognition of “2” for every level
of noise. The object is placed at 0.17 m and one of the holograms with noise of σ = 0.01 is
shown inFig. 5-(b). The setup parameters are the same as the previous study except for the
depth range which is changed to [0.15 0.2] m.
Using the same configuration, the second goal is to illustrate the discrimination error of
every digit as a function of approximation rank. Fig. 5-(c) shows the error rate of object
recognition for all 10 digits for the noise with the standard deviation of 0.31. This plot shows
that a rank 6 approximation of the dictionary can correctly classify all digits without error.
This plot can be used in conjunction with the plot of singular values (see the green curve
in Fig. 3) to choose the approximation rank of dictionary for an assured object recognition
task. One of the holograms containing a ’2’ is shown in Fig. 5-(d).
Finally, we performed a primitive experiment to test the robustness of object identifica10
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Fig. 5. Study of the error rate on object recognition for the toy problem of
holograms of digits (see Sec. 4.A). (a) shows the error rates of object recognition for a ’2’ placed at 0.17m from the sensor. The curves show the error rate
for different approximation ranks and different noise levels, (b) illustrates one
hologram of 2 degraded by white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.01, (c) plots the
error rates representing the discriminating power of approximated dictionaries
for a fixed level of noise resulting in a SNR ≈ 3, (d) illustrates one of the
holograms of Sec. 4.A for object ’2’ placed at 0.17m from the sensor.
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(d)

tion to 2D orientation changes of the objects. Our dictionary contained 90 orientations (i.e.,
sample step size of 4 degrees) and 10 digits. The resulted dictionary contained 900 diffraction
patterns. Truncated SVD method was then employed to obtain the closest rank 500 approximation of this dictionary. The first 100 singular values of this dictionary are plotted in Fig. 3.
For the Monte Carlo study, 100 holograms of a digit “2” with an arbitrary orientation angle were simulated and degraded by white and Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.3.
Our results showed that a rank 12 approximation of the dictionary was accurate enough to
estimate the orientation angle and recognize the object accurately. Fig. 6-a shows the object
2 that is rotated counter-clock wise by 210.5 degrees. This rotation value falls between two
dictionary samples of 208 and 212 degrees. Fig. 6-b shows one hologram of such an object
placed at depth of 0.75 m. This hologram is degraded by white and Gaussian noise with
the standard deviation of 0.31. Fig. 6-c shows the error rates of the object identification
and orientation estimation for this object. A full study of robustness to rotation and scale
variations is left as future work.
4.B. Simulations of spherical particle holograms
In this section, we show the results of our proposed method on the reconstruction of spherical
object holograms. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to illustrate the accuracy of object
sizing and location, and the time gain. This experiment is performed to check the biases and
standard deviations of the estimated radii and 3D position using the low rank approximation
of the dictionary. The results show standard deviations of the same order as the Cramer-Rao
lower bounds (CRLBs) on the estimation of the radii and 3D position (see [30] for details
on the calculation of CRLBs) and negligible bias using the first 50 modes, which validates
the use of an approximated dictionary in the exhaustive search step of the greedy algorithm
(see Sec. 2).
The details of this experiment is as followed: 50 holograms are simulated for a particle
placed at the center of the hologram and another set of 50 holograms are simulated for a
particle at the bottom right corner of the sensor, with the depth distance of 0.2 m and radii
of 80 µm. The SNR of the signal is set to approximately 19. The camera is considered to
have 512 × 512 pixels with the pixel size of 7 µm and fill-factor of 0.7. The laser wavelength
is 0.532 µm.
To estimate the bias and standard deviation of the proposed method, we compared our
results with the reference location and size obtained using a huge dictionary with very fine
sampling. To build that reference dictionary, we sampled the parameters with step sizes
equal to the CRLBs (which are an order of 15 µm for z and 50 nm for radii), obtaining
the dictionary C̄ 1 corresponding to 616 (z,r) pairs. The search space with this dictionary is
limited in our experiments to [0.1999 0.2001] m for z and [79 81] µm for the radii to avoid
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Fig. 6. Study of the robustness of our method to the orientation factor (see
Sec. 4.A). (a) shows an object ’2’ rotated counter-clock wise on the object
plane by 210.5 degrees, (b) illustrates one of the simulated holograms for object ’2’ placed at depth of 0.75m. This hologram is degraded by white and
Gaussian noise with σ = 0.31, (c) shows the error rates of object recognition
and orientation estimation for this object.
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(b)

having a huge number of samples.
In calculating the mode dictionary for one setup, wide ranges of parameters can be considered. Such mode dictionary can be used in different experiments . In our experiment, the
mode dictionary is calculated for the range of parameters z as [0.1 0.3] m and the range
of radii as [60 100] µm. To sample these ranges, a trade-off must be found between (i) the
of the coarseness of the sampling and (ii) the dimensions of the dictionary. In our experiments, we chose the sampling steps as 500 times the CRLBs for z and 50 times the CRLBs
for r, that are experimentally shown to satisfy both limits. The general dictionary C̄ 2 has
600 (z, r) pairs. The first 100 modes of the dictionary are calculated using the truncated
SVD algorithm implemented in PROPACK. The obtained mode dictionary is then used to
approximate the application dictionary C̄ 1 . It has been verified that the first 50 modes are
enough to have estimations with standard deviations of the same order as the CRLBs and
negligible bias.
Fig. 7 illustrates the evolution of the mean square difference between diffraction patterns,
(i.e., the opposite of their correlation) around its global minimum increasing the number of
modes. According to this illustration, the curvature of the main basin with about 10 modes
is accurate enough for a coarse detection of the object’s coordinates.
To show the efficiency of using the proposed method, we compare the time costs of the
exhaustive search step of the original greedy method to the proposed method. The exhaustive
search takes more than one minute and half to obtain the results using the full dictionary.
Applying the proposed method, the first 5 modes are showed to be enough for accurate
estimation of parameters. The time costs of the exhaustive search using such an approximated
dictionary takes less than 10 seconds. The second step of the greedy algorithm (i.e., the local
optimization step) is not changed in the proposed method and it takes in both cases less
than 10 seconds. The time gain of using the proposed method is then a factor of 8.
It shall be noted that in the case of light back-propagation methods using the Fresnel
dictionary [31] (i.e., a dictionary which contains only the Fresnel transforms and not the
diffraction patterns), SVD does not necessarily speedup the reconstruction. The blue curve
in Fig. 3 shows the singular values of the Fresnel dictionary in a descending order. As shown
in this illustration, the vanishing rate of the singular values is very low, resulting in very
inaccurate low rank approximations of the dictionary. Eckart-Young theorem states that the
best rank-k approximation of the matrix is the one found by SVD. One can therefore conclude
that it is not possible to have an accurate low rank approximate of the Fresnel dictionary.
This is not surprising as the 3D capability of holography comes from the difference between
diffraction patterns produced by point-like objects located at different depths (i.e., Fresnel
transform is close to invertible). Extended objects affect the Fresnel transform as relative
low-pass filters that decrease the significance of high frequencies. These filtering operations
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(c)
Fig. 7. With an increased number of modes, the approximation of the dictionary improves and matching a reference diffraction pattern against the approximated dictionary produces a sharper correlation peak leading to more
accurate 3D location. Plotted curves represent the mean square difference between diffraction patterns, i.e., the opposite of their correlation. Reddest curves
correspond to the most accurate approximations of the dictionary (using up
to 50 modes). The pattern of the dictionary minimizing the mean square difference is in best match with the reference diffraction-pattern and gives the
3D location and diameter of the detected particle.
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introduce correlations between the columns of the dictionary which result in fast vanishing
singular values (see the red curve in Fig. 3). Accurate low-rank approximations can be
obtained in these cases.
4.C. Experimental Holograms of spherical particles
The last set of experiments involves the reconstruction of captured holograms using an
approximated dictionary. Our experiments show that a rank 5 dictionary is accurate enough
to detect and successfully clean all the particles placed in the field of view of camera (see
Fig. 8 for a captured hologram and the cleaned one). The time gain of the proposed method
is then a factor of 8. These holograms (see Fig. 8-a) were captured of injected water droplets
at the Department of Fluid Mechanics and Acoustics of Lyon (LMFA). The droplets were
generated by a piezoelectric jetting device manufactured by MicroFab Technologies. This
injector produces mono-dispersed droplets with radii of 31 µm ± 0.5 µm. The droplets were
produced to be at distances ranging from 30 cm to 48 cm of a 1024 × 1280 pixel camera with
pixel size of 21.7 µm and fill-factor of 0.84. This imaging setup had a magnification of 1.42
and the holograms were captured with an SNR close to 16. The search space contained 410
pairs of (z, r).
It should be noted that the detection of out of field particles [16] is very limited using
the first modes of dictionary. The signatures of the out-of-the-field objects contain only
the highest frequencies and these high frequencies are not present in the first modes of
the dictionary. A future work can be directed towards finding a rigorous method of mode
selection for out-of-field detection.
5.

Conclusion

Signal processing methods can perform the object recognition task directly from the digital
holograms. To reduce the computational costs of such approaches, we have proposed to
obtain a lower dimensional space that captures the inter-pattern variability of the objects’
holographic signatures. The calculation of the algorithm complexity shows that the time gain
of this approach depends on the application parameters and is large when considering huge
dictionaries of diffraction-patterns.
Our Monte Carlo studies on the application to spherical objects have shown that the
parameter estimation using a low-rank approximation of the dictionary is unbiased with a
standard deviation comparable to the Cramer-Rao lower bounds. We have also shown that
very low rank approximations give results which are accurate enough for the greedy object
reconstruction method to successfully find the accurate object parameters. To this end, we
could achieve a speedup rate of 8 on our video of experimental holograms of water droplets.
We have shown in a primitive experiment the robustness of our proposed method to
16

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a): Experimental hologram of droplets from LMFA Lyon used in
Sec. 4.C, (b): same experimental hologram cleaned from the in-field particles using the 5 first modes. The magnitude of the residuals is high due to the
signature of the out-of-field particles placed close to the borders.

orientation changes. A more comprehensive study on the potential of the proposed approach
to detect the orientation, scale and 3D location of objects from their diffraction patterns is
a perspective of our work with potential interesting applications.
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